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Docket No. 13-0484                         January 30th, 2014  

 

To: Judge Ethan Kimbrel  

Cc: Lori Bartolozzi, James Agnew, Phil Hardas, Joseph Fallah, Kimberly J. Swan, Jessica Cardoni, Michael Lannon, Lisa Bowman 

Served to all parties via: Email 

RE: iMex Energy ABC application  

 

 Good afternoon, this reply is to clarify a few issues and misunderstood statements. I’d like to thank you in advance for 

taking the time to review and hopefully this will satisfy all requirements. 

1. With regards to being licensed in the State of Illinois to do business. The application and proper corporate documents have 

been filed with the State of Illinois and the company is in good standing. See Exhibit A 

2. Registered Agent has been updated, here is the current information and is now correctly filed with the State of Illinois: 

Agent name: United States Corporation Agent, Address : 500 N. Michigan Ave. Suite 600, Chicago, IL 60611 (no phone, fax or 

email available) 

3. Item Filing Requirements as required by section 16-115C See Exhibit B 

4. Description of Business: iMex Energy operates as a non biased broker of electricity, we work with small to medium busi-

ness owners to help facilitate a reduction of energy cost by comparatively shopping  several alternative retail energy suppli-

ers for the best rates and terms to fit their specific goal. (All conflicting or inadvertent misinterpretations have been re-

moved from all iMex Energy materials and website).  

5. In regards to certifying that iMex Energy is in compliance with all applicable laws and regulations: iMex Energy is currently in 

full compliance. Your misunderstanding of the facts due to me not fully explaining the beginning operations of the origins of  

the company. iMex Energy  originally operated as a sub agent of other brokers prior to becoming brokers ourselves. Mean-

ing we were 1099 employees of various broker shops during the years 2009-2011, in that time under the licenses of those 

brokers we were able to shop and price deals with their various REPS. In 2011 on our own while licensed in Nevada we bro-

kered exclusively for CES in the State of Illinois and as explained by CES if we were exclusive no license was needed. In 2012 

we got licensed in the State of Ohio and in that state we represent several suppliers. In Illinois we are still exclusive to CES 

until we acquire our license then we will offer multiple options in this state as well.  

6. In regards to the conflicting information from the website and the information provided above and on the previously re-

quested information. iMex Energy brokers in Ohio as well so the statements present on our website are actual and factual, 

however in an effort to appease any information that could possibly be misleading has been removed or reworded on our 

site as so to alleviate any possible confusion.  

7. In regards to keeping client records for the required 3 years: iMex keeps all actual clients records forever! They are stored 

and kept in our CRM system and backed up into a cloud storage system. The 6 month destroying of records is for dead or 

lost leads not actual clients. (No sales person would destroy active client files if they ever hope to resign them)  

8. In regards to the website quote “keep your current provider” although you might believe this to be misleading it can be very 

true and in many cases is very true. Here are a few examples:  Customer A has an existing contract with Supplier B client A 

has 6 months left on contract… with several suppliers we are able to do what the industry calls a blend and extend, or we 

resign them on a forward priced deal with that same supplier to take effect at a future date. It does happen and in many 

saturated markets the only contracts are forward priced deal. Nonetheless the statement have been removed or modified.  
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In regards to your statement that on November 18th 2013 Mr. Beam was claiming to be seeking a license to do business in Illin ois 

was troubling because you couldn’t find information on the states website. Well I provided receipt proving that statement, and 

attached is copy of the very delayed state proof. (I heard the state staff was cut and delays were to be expected)  

 

Hopefully these satisfy all requirements, please let me know if there is anything required to grant this license. We are anxious to 

grow our tiny company and this in addition to all of the other recent steps to be in compliance will help us be a small thriving com-

pany.  

 

Thank you  

Marcus Beam  
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                            Exhibit B 

 

Certification: 

I Marcus Beam Director of Operations herby certify that iMex Energy is licensed to do business on the State of Illinois and in com-

pliance with all other applicable laws, regulations and Commission rules of practice. 

Certification: 

I Marcus Beam Director of Operations herby certify that iMex Energy, all employees, and agents will comply at all times with all 

terms and conditions required by Section 16-115C of the Act and that any person, company or sub agent that works for or on the 

behalf of iMex Energy will comply.  

As for the corporate organizational chart: Marcus Beam serves as the only management at this time.  

As for our previous statement “ saving the clients money” the word client refers to the end user the business in which we helped 

not the supplier.  

As for iMex Energy’s duties regarding “pricing” for ARES services marketed to Illinois End -user retail electric customers… Our 

duties include reviewing the clients bills, usage, cost, and load factors to determine which rate bucket that client fits into or if we 

need to custom price that client. We in Illinois are exclusive to CES so that rate also varies depending on where in Illinois  that client 

is located as well requested start date.  

With regards to the training we do for ARES services marked: We provide what we have in written materials, most training is 

done from that particular ARES via web training. We are currently creating a new training program for our anticipated growth.   

 

Marcus Beam  

Marcus Beam  

Director of Operations 

12/29/2014 
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